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Let F be a finite graph with vertex set VT, and let U, V be arbitrary subsets 
of Vr. T is homogeneous (resp. ultrahomogeneous) if whenever the induced 
subgraphs ((I>, ( V) are isomorphic, some isomorphism (resp. every isomor- 
phism) of(U) onto < V) extends to an automorphism of r. We extend a theorem 
of Sheehan on ultrahomogeneous graphs to the homogeneous case, and complete 
his classification of ultrahomogeneous graphs. 
We study finite, simple, undirected graphs r with vertex set Vr, girth g, 
distance function a, and diameter d. If u E VT and 0 < i < d, then 
ri : = {(x, JI) E Vr x VP a(x, JJ) = i}, 
cl : = ux, 14: a(x, VI = i>, 
r&i) := {v E vr: (u, v) E l-i}. 
We write r(u) := I’,(U). We denote the valency / F(u)1 of a regular graph 
I’ by the letter k. The automorphism group of r is denoted by G(r). 
C, is the circuit graph on IZ vertices; KIfk is the complete graph 
of valev k KTI.T2.....Tm is the complete m-partite graph having 
parts of size rl , r2 ,..., r,n ; K,;, : = KT,T ,,.., T is the regular complete 
t-partite graph (so K,,, = KI+k;l ). L(r) denotes the line graph of fl the ,
disjoint union of t copies of a graph r is denoted by t.I’. A graph r is 
G-distance-transitive if G (<G(r)) acts transitively on each ri , 0 < i < d; 
I’ is distance-transitive if it is G(r)-distance-transitive. The basic facts 
about distance-transitive graphs may be found in [l]. A (k, g)-graph 
([l] Chapter 23) is a graph of valency k and girth g possessing the smallest 
conceivable number of vertices subject to these conditions. 
Let r be a graph with U, V two arbitrary subsets of VP ris homogeneous 
if whenever the vertex subgraphs (U), (V) are isomorphic there is an 
element g E G(r) for which Ug = V, (that is there exists at least one 
isomorphism of (U) onto (V) which extends to an automorphism of r); 
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r is ultrahomogeneous if every isomorphism of (U) onto (V) extends to 
an automorphism of F. 
There is a slight confusion in the literature. Ultrahomogeneous graphs 
have been studied by Sheehan [2]; his results were misquoted in [l] 15D 
as having been proved for homogeneous graphs. We show that this mis- 
quote is in fact correct; we shall also complete Sheehan’s classification 
of ultrahomogeneous graphs. 
THEOREM (Sheehan [2]). An ultrahomogeneous graph r satisjies one 
of the.following: 
(i) rrt*K,+,,t>,l; 
(ii) r is a connected distance-transitive graph of diameter two and 
(a) F s C, , or (b) r z K,,, , or (c) r has girth three. 
We note that several facts follow straight from the definitions. 
(i) I’ is (ultra-) homogeneous if and only if the complement P 
of r is (ultra-) homogeneous. 
(ii) r is homogeneous if r is ultrahomogeneous. 
(iii) If r is homogeneous, then G(r) acts transitively on each of the 
sets rrol , rrll 2 bz h . 
(iv) If ris homogeneous, then (for each j 3 0) G(r) acts transitively 
on the collection of vertex subgraphs isomorphic to KI,j . 
Thus we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. (i) A homogeneous graph is vertex-transitive and edge- 
transitive. 
(ii) A disconnected homogeneous graph is a disjoint union of iso- 
morphic complete graphs. 
(iii) A connected homogeneous graph has diameter at most two. 
(iv) If r is a homogeneous graph and tf u E VT, then for each j > 2 
G(r), acts transitively on the collection of all vertex subgraphs isomorphic 
to j . K1 in (r(u)). 
Remark I. A homogeneous graph of diameter d < 1 is a complete 
graph. Since G(K,+,) s Sym(1 + k), K1+le is clearly ultrahomogeneous. 
Remark II. A bipartite graph of diameter two is a complete bipartite 
graph, so a bipartite homogeneous graph is isomorphic to Kk,* , for some 
k > 1. Since G(K,,,) z Sym(k) 2 Sym(2), Kb,k is clearly ultrahomo- 
geneous. 
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Remark IIZ. If r is a homogeneous graph, then G(r) acts transitively 
on Frll . Thus for (u, v> E rlll , 1 r(u) n F(v)1 =: a, is independent of 
the particular pair {u, v> chosen; in particular (F(u)) is a regular graph 
of valency a, . Similarly (F.Ju))~ (and hence (F,(u))) is a regular graph, 
of valency a2 say. Since G(r) acts transitively on rrzl , if {u, w} E F[2) , 
then / r(u) n F(w)1 =: c2 is independent of the pair {u, w} chosen. Thus 
a connected homogeneous graph of diameter two is strongly regular. 
Throughout the sequel r denotes some homogeneous graph. 
LEMMA 2. Let u E VT. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) (r(u)) is a disjoint union of isomorphic complete graphs; 
(ii) (r(u)) is a regular complete multipartite graph; 
(iii) (r(u)) is a strongly regular graph (of diameter two) and for 
each vertex v E r(u) there exist vertices v1 E r(u) n rz(v), v2 E r(u)n 
m) n r,(u). 
Proof. The assertion is clear if d < 1, or if r is disconnected. In all 
other cases r has diameter d = 2 and G(r) (and hence G(r),) acts 
transitively on 3-sets of the form 
e, V, WI: U, w E r(u), w e r(a. 
Thus if (r(u)) is disconnected, then its components have diameter at 
most one and are all isomorphic by Remark III, whereas if (r(u)) is 
connected it has diameter (at most) two. If (r(u)) is a complete multi- 
partite then it must be regular by Remark III. Suppose r(u) contains some 
vertex v for which r(u) n r,(v) is edge free. Then r(v) n r(u) = 
r(w) n r(u) for each w E r,(v) n r(u). Thus ({v} u(r,(v) n I’(+ is 
a connected component of (Pz(u)) and is a complete graph. Since rc 
is homogeneous and G(r) = G(P), all connected components of (r”,(u)) 
are isomorphic by Remark III. Thus (r(u)) is a regular complete multi- 
partite graph. 
Suppose (r(u)) has diameter two but is not a complete multipartite 
graph, and choose vertices v E r(u), w E r(v) n r(u), x E r(u) n r,(v). 
Now G(r) acts transitively on subgraphs of r isomorphic to K3 (resp. 
I&), whence ( r(u) n r(v) n r(w)/ (resp. / r(u) n r(v) n r(x)i) does 
not depend on our choice of w (resp. x). Thus (I’(u)) is strongly regular. [ 
COROLLARY 3. If T has diameter d = 2 and u E VI’, then one of the 
following hold: 
(i) <T,(u)) is a disjoint union of isomorphic complete graphs; 
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(ii) (r,(u)) is a regular complete multipartite graph; 
(iii) (r,(u)) is a strongly regular graph (of diameter two) and for 
each vertex u E I’,(u) there exist uertices v1 E F,(u) n F(u), u, E F,(u) n 
W4 n r,(u,). 
Proof. Consider the graph P, which has P(u)) g (rz(u))c. The 
assertion of Lemma 2 holds for (F,(u))~, so the complementary assertion 
holds for (F,(u)). Since in case (iii) of Lemma 2 (P(u)) is a strongly 
regular graph which is not a complete multipartite graph, (P(u))~ = 
(F,(u)) is also strongly regular (i.e. connected). 1 
LEMMA 4. A connected homogeneous graph is distance-transitive. 
Proof. The assertion is clear if d < 1, or if r is bipartite, so we may 
suppose that d = 2 and that I’ is not bipartite. 
If g = 5 (i.e., r is a (k, 5)-graph), then for k > 3 G(r) does not act 
transitively on the 3-sets of pairwise nonadjacent vertices (since a 3-set 
{u, u, w} of this type may satisfy either r(u) n r(u) n I’(w) = RI or # @a). 
Thusk=2,rrC,. 
If g = 4, then r $ K k,k so for u E IQ’ and any u E r(u) there exists 
a vertex w E r,(u) - r(u). Choose u1 , u2 E r(w) n r(u), and set 
3 
S(u) := (u, u, Ul ) u2 ) w) g! w/\u u 0 
\,/-- 
u2 
Each u’ E I’(u) lies in some such subgraph S(u’) and there exists an element 
g’ E G(r) such that S(u’)g’ = S(u), whence ug’ = u, u’s’ = u. Thus (G(r),)r(U) 
is transitive. 
Suppose g = 3. If (r(u)) is not a complete multipartite graph, then 
for each u E r(u) we may choose vertices u1 E r(u) n r,(u), u2 E I’(u) n 
r(q) n rz(u), by Lemma 2, and set 
3 
S(u) := (u, u, u1 , u2) gg \t!-:. 
.I 
02 
Each u’ E r(u) lies in some such subgraph S(u’), so there exists an element 
g’ E G(r) such that S(u’)@ = S(u), whence ZP’ = u, u’g’ = u. Thus 
(G(QJrcU) is transitive. 
Suppose (r(u)) is a regular complete multipartite graph K,;, , t > 2, 
r > 2. Choose u E r(u) arbitrarily. Then I’(u) n I’,(u) = {wl , w2 ,..., w,-~} 
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say; in (r(v)) we see that (u, 1~~) w2 ,..., w,.-,) is edge free and 
that P(U) n r(u) c r(w,), 1 < i < Y - 1. Similarly if v’ fz r(u) n r(u), 
then r(v’) f~ I’(U) _C I’(w,), 1 < i < Y - 1. Thus r(u) = r(wJ, 
1 <i < r - I, and {wl , w2 ,..., u’,..~, -- 1 ~ P(d) n I’,(u), for each v” E I’(u). 
Hence r z Kt+I:, and (G(Q,)r(U) is transitive. 
Working with P in place of I’and using Corollary 3 in place of Lemma 2 
we see that (G(~)Jz(~) is also transitive, so the lemma holds. 1 
From the proof of Lemma 4 we have rather more than was stated. 
COROLLARY 5. (i) Any homogeneous graph of girth 5 is isomorphic 
to c, . 
(ii) Any homogeneous graph r .for which (r(u)) (u E VT) is a 
complete multipartite graph K,;, , t 3 2, r > 2, is isomorphic to the 
complete multipartite graph Kt+l;r . 
(iii) Any homogeneous graph rfor which d = 2 and (I’,(u)) (u E VT) 
is a disjoint union oft complete graphs, (r,(u)) z t . K, , t > 2, r 2 2, 
is isomorphic to the union of t + 1 complete graphs, r E (t + 1) . K,,, . 
It is natural to consider next homogeneous graphs I’ of girth four. 
Clearly such a graph is connected, and if I’ is bipartite then rr KK,k 
by Remark 11. 
LEMMA 6. Any homogeneous graph of girth four is bipartite. 
Proof: Suppose r is not bipartite. Choose u E VI’, v E I’,(u). Then since 
G(r) acts transitively on rtzl , / r(u) n r(u)/ = c2 > 2 is independent of 
the particular choice of u and ZI, as is I r(v) n r,(u)1 = a2 = k - c2 >, 1. 
Choose V’ E T(V) n I’,(u) and set A : = T(u) n F(U), B : = r(u) n r(u’). 
Sinceg#3, we have AnB= %, whence 2c,<k, so c,<a,. By 
Lemma I(iv) G(r), acts transitively on the (zz) c,-subsets of I’(u) and each 
vertex of r,(u) corresponds to a unique such subset. Thus 
I r&4 = k . (k - I)/% 3 (E2j, 
so c2 = 2 and each of the 2-subsets of r(u) corresponds to a unique 
vertex of I’,(u). But if u E VI’, v E r,(u) and w1 , w2 E r(u) n rz(v), then 
G(r),, acts transiti*vely on subgraphs of the form 
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i.e., G(r),,, acts transitively on the (“i”) unordered pairs of r(u) n I’,(u). 
Thus each such pair corresponds uniquely to a vertex of I’(U) n I’&), 
so (“i”) = k - 2. Thus k = 5, a, = 3, 1 VT 1 = 16 and (I’,(u)) is iso- 
morphic to Petersen’s graph. But then r contains two distinct kinds of 
vertex subgraph isomorphic to 4 . ICI . 1 
THEOREM 7. Any homogeneous graph r satisfies one of the following: 
(i) Trt.K,+,,t>l; 
(ii) I’ is a connected distance-transitive graph of diameter two and 
(a) rr C,, or (b) rr Kk,k, or (c) I’ has girth three. 
Furthermore r g K,,,;, if and only if (r(u)) g K,;, , (u E Vr). 
In the ultrahomogeneous case there is an easy induction argument which 
allows one to classify the graphs occurring in Theorem 7(ii)(c). However 
in the homogenous case it is not immediately obviously that (r(u)) is 
also homogeneous. 
LEMMA 8. If r is ultrahomogeneous and u E VI’, then (I’(u)) and 
(r,(u)) are ultrahomogeneous. 
Proof. Suppose U, V C r(u) with (U) g (V) and h: (U) + (V) 
is an isomorphism. Set U’ : = {u} u U, V’ := {v) U V, whence 
(U’) E (v’) and we have a natural isomorphism h’: (U’) ---f (V’) 
extending h; uh’ = u, h’ 1 U = h. Thus there exists an element g E G(r), 
with g I U = h (since G(r), is isomorphic to a subgroup of G((r(u)))). 
Thus (r(u)) is ultrahomogeneous. The result for (r,(u)) follows by 
considering the graph rc . 1 
Given an arbitrary ultrahomogeneous graph r we may pass to (r(u)), 
((r(u))(u)) (v E r(u)), etc., to obtain a sequence of ultrahomogeneous 
graphs, the process terminating necessarily in a graph t . ICI . Thus any 
family of isomorphism types of graphs which contains the graphs. t . ICI, 
and which is closed with respect to extension, must be the family of ultra- 
homogeneous graphs. 
DEFINITION. A graph r is said to be an H-graph if it is one of the 
following: 
(i) a disjoint union of isomorphic complete graphs; 
(ii) a regular complete t-partite graph K,;, , t > 2; 
(iii) a circuit of length five; 
(iv) U&,3). 
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We show that the ultrahomogeneous graphs are precisely the H-graphs: 
more precisely we shall show that for a homogeneous graph 
(i) if(r(u))rK,,thenr~~t~K,+,,t~ 1; 
(ii) if (r(u)) z k . Kl , k 3 2, then either k = 2, r s C, , 
orrr Kk,k; 
(iii) if (r(u)) G Kti7, r 3 2, then T’ G Kt+lz, ; 
(iv) if (T’(U)) z I . K,. , r 3 2, t > 2, then r = 2 = t and 
r s W3.3); 
W ma * W2J and m4) * c, . 
(i) is obvious and (ii) and (iii) have been proved in Corollary 5 and 
Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose u E VT, and (r(u)) E t . K,. , t > 2, r > 2. Then 
r = 2 = t and r = L(K,,,). 
Proof: Let qu) = U, u U, u ... u U, be the decomposition of 
(T(U)) into its connected components, ( Ui) s K,. , 1 < i < t. If u E r&), 
thenIT(u)nUiI <lforeachi,l <i<t,soc,:=iT(v)nr(u)l <t. 
Each vertex of r,(u) corresponds to a unique c,-subset of r(u) and by 
Lemma l(iv) and Lemma 4 G(r), acts transitively on the set 
p c c r(q, (c> z j . ~~1 
for each j 3 1. Hence 
I r,(u)I = tr(tr - r)/cz > (d, . rc2 
so c2 < 2, and c2 = 2 only if each 2-subset {x, x’} C r(u) for which 
(x, x’) z 2 . K1 corresponds to a unique vertex of r,(u). Suppose c2 = 1 
with P(U) n r(u) = (Us} C U, for some u E r,(u). Clearly ((r,(u))(v)) = 
<T(v) - {ul}) is not regular, contrary to Corollary 3. Suppose cz = 2 
with u E rz(u), r(v) n r(u) = (ul , u,}, u1 E U, , U, E U, say, and choose 
u1 E qu,) n r(u) (cr,(u)), u2 E r(u,) n r(0). Thus u2 E r,(u,). rf c2 <t, 
then we may choose a vertex w E r(v) n r,(u) for which r(w) n T(u) n 
F(V) = 0, whence the isomorphic graphs (u, v, ul, u,), (u, U, u1 , w) 
cannot be equivalent under the action of G(r); (alternatively one can 
observe that (r,(u)) is not strongly regular). Hence c2 = I = 2 and the 
graph r is a line graph I’ = L(d) (where d is simply the graph obtained 
by replacing each complete subgraph K,,, of r by a vertex, two such 
vertices being adjacent precisely when the complete subgraphs of r have 
a common vertex in r). A has girth four and valency r + 1 and is bipartite 
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of diameter two. Hence d = K,+l,,+l, I >, 2. Now G(K,.+1,7+1) s 
W(Kr+l,,+3) and if r 2 3, then Kr+l,,+l contains two inequivalent types 
of subgraphs isomorphic to 2 * K,,, , so G(J~(K,.+~,~+~)) does not act 
transitively on vertex subgraphs isomorphic to 2 * K, . Hence r = 2. It 
is easy to check that L(K& g L(K& is ultrahomogeneous. 1 
LEMMA 10. Any (connected) distance-transitive graph A for which 
<A(u)) z C, tu E VA) is isomorphic to the icosahedron. 
Proof. For each vertex v E A(u), (A(v)) G C5 . Applying this fact to 
each vertex of A(u) in turn, we find (A,(u)) r C, with c2 = 2, the joins 
being as for the icosahedron. Applying the same fact to vertices of A,(u) 
yields the assertion. 1 
LEMMA 11. rfu E VT, then (r(u)) p L(K3J. 
Proof. Suppose (r(u)) z L(K,,J. Choose v E r(u), w E r(v) n r,(u). 
Then r(v) = (u} u (r(v) n r(u)) u (r(v) n rz(u)), and (r(v)) E L(K&. 
Thus j r(v) n r(u) n r(w)] = 2, whence c2 = I f(u) n r(w)\ >, 3, and 
<&(u) n &J)) z c, . Hence 6 3 a2 = / r(w) n r,(u)\ > 2, and 
3 < cg = 9 - a2 < 7. Since j r,(u)1 = 9 . 4/cz is an integer, we have 
either (a) a2 = 5, c2 = 4, or (b) a, = 3, c2 = 6. Case (a) implies that 
(r,(u)) is a graph of valency five on nine vertices (both odd!) which is 
impossible. Case (b) implies that (r,(u)) is trivalent on six vertices, so 
by Corollary 3 (r,(u)) z K3,3 ; but then P has (P(U)) z 2 . KS, 
contrary to Lemma 9. 1 
THEOREM 12. Any ultrahomogeneous graph of girth three is 
(i) a disjoint union of isomorphic complete graphs t . Kl+le , k > 2, 
t >, 1, or 
(ii) a regular complete t-partite graph K,;, , t 3 3, or 
(iii) L(K,,,). 
There are two obvious ways of trying to extend Theorem 12 to cover 
homogeneous graphs. One could try to prove the homogeneous analog 
of Lemma 8, from which it would follow (by the above proof) that a 
homogeneous graph is necessarily ultrahomogeneous. 
Alternatively Lemma 2 and Corollary 3 assure us that if I’ is homo- 
geneous but not ultrahomogeneous, then for u E V’r (r(u)) and (r,(u)) 
are both strongly regular, and further: (a) for each vertex v E r(u), there 
exist vertices v1 E r(u) n rz(v), v, E r(u) n r(vl) n r,(v), and (b) for 
each vertex w E Pz(u), there exist vertices w1 E r,(u) n l’(w), wa E r,(u) n 
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I’,(w,) n r(w); moreover P is homogeneous but not ultrahomogeneous, 
and so (r(~))~ and (rz(u))” are both strongly regular. 
The automorphism group of r has been used only to ensure that 
certain combinatorial conditions are fulfilled; namely that isomorphic 
vertex subgraphs of r should lie in the same number of vertex subgraphs 
of a given isomorphism type. Thus Theorem 7 may be proved for the class 
of (suitably defined) “combinatorially homogeneous” graphs. If one could 
find a suitable definition of “combinatorially homogeneous” which allowed 
us to make the induction step, then Theorem 12 could also be extended. 
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